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Abstract

RNA polymerase (RNAP) is, in its elongation phase, an emblematic example of a molecular motor whose
activity is highly sensitive to DNA supercoiling. After a review of DNA supercoiling basic features, we
discuss how supercoiling controls polymerase velocity, while being itself modified by polymerase activity.
This coupling is supported by single-molecule measurements. Physical modeling allows us to describe
quantitatively how supercoiling and torsional constraints mediate a mechanical coupling between adjacent
polymerases. On this basis, we obtain a description that may explain the existence and functioning of RNAP
convoys.
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1 Introduction

Increasing evidence has been obtained for a long time of the
in vivo occurrence of DNA supercoiling, i.e., the overwinding
(or underwinding) of the DNA superhelix, and its functional role
[1–4]. DNA supercoiling can be measured both in vitro and in vivo,
and it is observed in a number of biological processes, for instance
DNA compaction and transcriptional regulation [5]. Supercoiling
may rescue transcription by generating a negative torque, and it
affects the elongation rate [6].

Supercoiling regulatory role is presumably due to the mechani-
cal coupling between the DNA-bound molecular motor and its
DNA substrate. Because of this expected mechanical coupling,
the description of supercoiling-based regulation of molecular
motor activity involves a physical view on molecular motors, with
a focus on the role of topological constraints and torques
[7–9]. We will focus in this chapter on the elongating phase of
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RNA-polymerase (RNAP, [10]), for which a lot of data are
available.

Remarkably, the interplay between RNAP progression and
supercoiling appears to be reciprocal. On the one hand, the pro-
gression of the elongating enzyme can be hindered, or facilitated,
by the topological state of its DNA substrate. On the other hand,
a transcribing RNAP exerts a mechanical torque on the DNA
that will modify its supercoiling. Both the oriented motion and
torque generation by the RNAP are achieved by the coupling of
RNAP conformational transitions with the far-from-equilibrium
NTP hydrolysis reaction. The DNA structure itself plays a crucial
role in this coupling, due to the intrinsically chiral structure of the
double helix. The joint presence of an oriented substrate and
nonequilibrium fluctuations is indeed mandatory to produce a
mechanical work [11].

As an illustration of the importance of a physical approach in
this context, we will give a detailed account of a scenario that
centrally involves this reciprocal coupling. When two or more
transcribing RNAPs follow each other, the modification of DNA
supercoiling by polymerase activity and its feedback on polymerase
velocities induce a torsional coupling between adjacent poly-
merases, enforcing the constancy of their separation along DNA.
As a result, polymerases progress in the form of a “polymerase
convoy” [12]. We will quantitatively describe this phenomenon
and derive some important consequences on the RNAP convoy
efficiency.

2 DNA Supercoiling

2.1 Constrained DNA

Supercoiling

in Bacteria, Archaea

and Eukaryotes

DNA supercoiling can be described in mathematical terms, starting
with the notion of linking number: the number of turns that one
strand makes around the other. In a circular DNA (plasmid) or a
DNA segment with fixed ends, the linking number is a topological
invariant. Either the variation of the linking number with respect to
a relaxed configuration, or the relative variation termed the super-
helical density, can be used to measure the amount of supercoiling.
The linking number can be decomposed in two contributions: the
writhe (corresponding to the spatial torsion of the double-helix
axis) and the twist (corresponding to the winding of the strands
around this axis). WhenDNA is stretched (e.g., by a pulling force in
micromanipulations), the writhe vanishes and the linking number is
entirely stored in the form of twist [13]. On physical grounds, a
change in the twist induces a change in the DNA torsional elastic
energy, while writhe is associated with bending energy. Since this
stored elastic energy may be released and converted, DNA super-
coiling will have direct mechanical consequences.
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DNA supercoiling can be observed and measured experimen-
tally. In vitro, negative supercoils have been detected in bulk DNA
through preferential binding of psoralen to undercoiled regions. In
vivo, in experiments using psoralen photobinding to probe DNA
topology, Kouzine et al. [14] were able to measure the spreading of
supercoiling (about 1.5 kilo-basepairs (kb) upstream the start sites
of active genes) locally induced by a transcribing RNA polymerase
in human Burkitt lymphoma cells.

Part of DNA supercoiling can be termed constrained, in the
sense that it is maintained by the presence of architectural proteins.
In bacteria, the action of nucleoid-associated proteins (NAPs) may
constrain and stabilize DNA supercoiling by locally bending or
wrapping DNA [15, 16]. In particular, the mechanical interplay
between DNA supercoiling and the architectural properties of
histone-like nucleoid structuring proteins (H-NS) bound to DNA
has been investigated by magnetic tweezers [17]. The NAP Factor
for Inversion Stimulation (FIS) also modulates the topology of
bacterial DNA in a growth-phase dependent manner both by
reducing the expression of DNA gyrases and by a self-regulation
mechanism that depends on the level of negative superhelical
density [18].

Such a constrained form of supercoiling is the main compaction
strategy adopted in archeae and especially in eukaryotes, with the
DNA quite regularly wrapped on specific octameric histone com-
plexes and forming nucleosomes [19]. Wrapping of DNA around the
histone core introduces in DNA an average supercoiling of�1 turn
per nucleosome, with some variation depending on the details of
the nucleosome architecture and relative position of the linkers.
The supranucleosomal organization can then induce an additional
supercoiling [20, 21].

2.2 Free DNA

Supercoiling

in Bacteria, Archaea,

and Eukaryotes

In addition to the constrained supercoiling that characterizes DNA
packaging in equilibrium situations in all three domains of life
(bacteria, archaea, and eukaryotes), additional nonconstrained, or
free supercoiling can be actively generated in nonequilibrium situa-
tions, typically by the activity of DNA-bound motor proteins
[4]. In bacteria, the (generally) circular DNA is observed to be
negatively supercoiled, and displays topologically independent
domains having an average size of 10 kb [22]. DNA supercoiling
spreads freely inside each of these domains. The maintenance of
such a high level of negative supercoiling is possible thanks to the
action of a specific bacterial enzyme, the DNA gyrase, a special
topoisomerase II enzyme that is able to introduce negative super-
coils in DNA [23]. DNA supercoiling can also be removed by
topoisomerase I activity, which relaxes excess supercoiling by creat-
ing a single-strand break (also termed a DNA “nick”). In practice,
the time scale of topoisomerase activity has to be compared to the
time scale of the considered functional events to appreciate its
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impact. In E. coli, a steady-state level of supercoiling is thus
actively maintained by the balanced activities of gyrase and topo
I. Supercoiling in turn regulates the expression level of a significant
number of genes, functionally diverse and widely dispersed
throughout the chromosome. This global effect has been evi-
denced using novobiocin, a competitive inhibitor of the ATPase
reaction catalyzed by the gyrase subunit gyrB [24].

Interestingly, hyperthermophile microorganisms, which live
optimally at temperatures above 80 �C, including some bacteria
but mostly archeae, have their DNA (generally) positively super-
coiled thanks to reverse gyrase, an ATP-dependent topoisomerase
I. This atypical behavior may be understood in the following way: in
usual microorganisms, which live at lower temperatures (and there-
fore called mesophilic), most DNA transaction processes, such as
transcription or replication, require DNA melting which is favored
by negative supercoiling. On the contrary, at temperatures above
80 �C, DNA is prone to melting, and hence positive supercoiling
prevents DNA denaturation [25].

Active supercoiling generation is also present in eukaryotes.
Supercoiling domains, sharing distributed free supercoiling excess,
have been brought out recently [26]. They were shown to largely
overlap with topologically associating domains, i.e., linear units of
chromatin that fold as discrete three-dimensional (3D) structures
tending to favor internal interactions, as evidenced in genome-wide
measurements of chromosomal contacts [27–29]. Supercoiling is
confined in these topological domains, which are separated by the
domain borders, highly enriched in binding sites for an important
architectural protein, CTCF (CCCTC-binding factor).

2.3 Supercoiling

Confinement

and Spreading

Free supercoiling may therefore be locally generated, hence
distributed over a given genome domain. Physics modeling may
help to determine the characteristic time and space scales of its
spreading, hence to identify the mechanisms underlying its
confinement.

The propagation of DNA torsional stress has been studied
theoretically in [8] at the chromatin fiber scale. We recall here the
basic results: For a straight fiber of length L, with a linking number
Lk, the twist rate is Tw ¼ Lk/L, with Tw0 ¼ Lk0/L in relaxed
conditions. Hence the superhelical density is:

σ x; tð Þ ¼ Lk� Lk0
� �

=Lk0 ¼ Tw � Tw0
� �

=Tw0:

Because inertial effects are negligible at this scale, σ(x, t) is
solution of a plain diffusion equation:

∂σ=∂t ¼ D∂2σ=∂t2:
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where

D ¼ kBTL
f
PT=ηR

2:

with kB the Boltzmann constant, L f
PT the twist persistence

length of the chromatin fiber, η the viscosity coefficient of the
surrounding medium, and R the radius of the fiber. Consequently,
the time for the torsional stress to spread all over a chromatin
topological domain of size L is:

T spread � L2=D:

For L f
PT ¼ 30 nm, R � 15 nm and η � 10�2 Pa·s (never more

than ten times the viscosity of pure water), the diffusion coefficient
is D � 5 � 10�11 m2/s. In mammals, the length L of a topological
domain corresponds to hundreds of kb, hence the order of Tspread is
tens of ms at most in compact chromatin (for which a kb amounts
to a length of 2–5 nm). It is even shorter within subdomains called
chromatin loops [29]. Propagation of torsional stress is thus much
faster than the progression of the RNAP along the DNA [8].

These estimations are made for rather compact chromatin. One
may therefore wonder how the result would change in the case of
either a less compact nucleosome array, or for free DNA. In this
case, the persistence length will be approximately of the same order
of magnitude but generally slightly larger (about 50 nm for naked
DNA), while the radius R of the assembly is reduced by a factor
3 for a bead-on-a-string fiber, and up to a factor 15 if one considers
the crystallographic radius of naked DNA, rDNA ¼ 1 nm. As a
consequence, the time Tspread will be further reduced by up to
two orders of magnitude. Therefore, a torsional stress induced
locally may in any case be considered to propagate instantaneously,
hence to be in quasi-static equilibrium between the next boundary
elements upstream and downstream. Supercoiling confinement can
only be achieved by insulator elements at the boundaries.

It should be noted, however, that the previous derivation does
not account for the role of three-dimensional structures that may
capture torsional constraints in the form of writhe, as plectonemes.
In vitro, these extended DNA braids will grow in length when
additional supercoiling is added, by converting more and more
torsion into writhe. This process generally goes with a rotation of
the whole plectonemes in space, so that a much larger effective
radius would intervene, in principle. In vivo, however, steric hin-
drance will presumably prevent such large structures to rotate, if
they exist. Hence, we expect torsional constraints to only spread as
twist along DNA or a chromatin fiber, instead of inducing large
conformational rearrangements.
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2.4 How Super-

coiling May Be

Inherited

The fact that topologically associating domains are associated with
given supercoiling suggests a physiological function for supercoil-
ing. The question then arises of how this supercoiling may be
inherited through cell division. DNA supercoiling in a given topo-
logical domain is a function of (a) topoisomerase activity, acting on
free supercoiling (twist) and (b) remodeling activity, mainly acting
on DNA architecture hence on constrained supercoiling (writhe).

The localized action of topoisomerases and structural proteins
such as condensins participates in determining some domain struc-
turation, and its associated topological states. On the other hand,
active remodeling processes achieved by ATP-consuming remodel-
ing factors—and crucially through active nucleosome removal—have
been shown to be essential for driving biologically relevant nucleo-
some positioning [30]. Indeed the fractions of free and constrained
supercoiling in a domain are evidently tuned by the total number of
nucleosomes in the domain, hence by the average distance (along
DNA) between neighboring nucleosomes, called the nucleosome
repeat length (NRL). Active nucleosome removal thus tunes the
amount of free supercoiling by fixing the average NRL.

Importantly both these ATP-consuming mechanisms are under
active control of the cell metabolism. Since both remodeling and
topoisomerase activities determine the overall architecture of a
given domain, they also tune its supercoiling state. If this architec-
ture can be transmitted through cell division, then supercoiling may
be inherited by the same mechanism. In this sense, the average
NRL of a genomic domain appears to be a physical epigenetic
mark of this domain [31]. It has been shown, indeed, that the
distribution of topoisomerases and condensins may help in trans-
mitting some domain structuration and topological states through
cell division [32, 33]. Interestingly, the recently observed spreading
mode of histone posttranslational modifications (PTMs) over tran-
scription cycles [34] might explain the spreading and maintenance
of the NRL on epigenetic domains. Challenging genome-wide
studies are needed to further correlate supercoiling maps to cell
differentiation states.

3 Coupling Polymerase Activity with Supercoiling In Vivo

The complex coupling between transcription and supercoiling in
the context of eukaryote chromatin raises many questions and has
inspired experimental and theoretical work, reviewed in [35]. One
prototypical nonequilibrium situation in which the action of a
DNA-bound molecular motor is coupled with DNA supercoiling
is transcription by RNAP. It is to note that both free and con-
strained supercoiling may be coupled with RNAP transcriptional
activity. Importantly, the coupling is reciprocal: a variety of experi-
mental results indeed demonstrate that transcription both depends
on and controls transcriptional activity [14].
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3.1 Transcriptional

Regulation

of Supercoiling:

Torque Exerted by

a Polymerase

In bacteria, a model in which topoisomerases act near highly
transcribed operons in order to equilibrate the supercoil flux gen-
erated by transcription suggests that matched rates of gyrase turn-
over and transcription elongation speed determine the average
supercoil density [36]. Transcription-dependent supercoiling has
also been observed genome-wide in Drosophila and human cells
([14, 37]. Supercoiling generation by a processing RNAP is due to
the requirement of a relative rotation of the enzyme (and its nascent
RNA chain) with respect to DNA. In the twin supercoiled-domain
model, DNA screws into the polymerase, and experiences therefore
supercoiling downward and undercoiling in the wake of the tran-
scriptional activity [38]. The opposite view of RNAP rotating
around DNA in its processing activity is generally excluded because
of the high friction force that RNAP would experience (compared
to that experienced by DNA during its screwing motion) and the
topological entanglement of the nascent RNA around DNA. The
high molecular mass of the transcription machinery and some
experimental evidence further support this idea [39]. The resulting
negative supercoiling experienced upstream induces DNA denatur-
ation, whereas positive supercoiling induces either plectoneme for-
mation or nucleosome conformational transitions. All these
transitions (denaturation, plectoneme formation, nucleosome con-
formational transitions) absorb each in their own way part of the
induced supercoiling, thus buffering the torsional stress.

The analysis of the supercoiling generated by an active poly-
merase and its consequences has been extended to heterochromatin
in [8, 9]. On the basis of single molecule experiments with mag-
netic tweezers [40], it has been argued that nucleosomes can be
turned into reversomes. In these metastable particles (stabilized
precisely by the positive torque applied on the DNA), the nucleo-
somal DNA has a reverse chirality, as well as the histone core. The
transition of one nucleosome into one reversome has been shown
to absorb two turns of positive supercoiling (i.e., the linking num-
ber decreases by 2 units). A prediction of this model is a wavefront
of reversome propagating ten times faster than the RNAP. Strick-
ingly such a wavefront has been evidenced during the transcription
of the Drosophila Hsp70 locus [41]. Most importantly, the wave-
front was confined inside the Hsp70 locus, strongly indicating that
supercoiling stops at the locus boundary.

3.2 Transcriptional

Regulation by

Supercoiling: Control

of the Transcription

Rate

Dependence of patterns of transcriptional activity on supercoiling
has been observed for long in bacteria [42]. By combining the
effects of mutations in the fis and h-ns genes with experimentally
induced changes of global superhelicity [43], argue that a global
coordination of transcription during bacterial growth is achieved by
the regulation of the supercoiling of the circular genome, obtained
by topoisomerase activity or binding of architectural proteins onto
DNA. Torsional stress may also modulate protein affinity
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[44]. Torsional constraints affect the elongation rate and even
rescue transcription by applying negative turns (thus reducing the
torque experienced by the enzyme) [6]. It has been observed
in vitro that positive supercoiling accumulation during viral
(T7) and bacterial polymerase processing may result in a decrease
of transcription elongation and eventually stop transcription initia-
tion; transcription can be then resumed by the action of gyrases
releasing the supercoiling [39]. In view of these results, Travers and
Muskhelishvili [5] proposed that transcription depends on an effec-
tive superhelical density resulting from the balance between the
action of topoisomerases, transcription machinery and chromatin
proteins.

4 Polymerase Force and Torque Measurements in Single Molecule Manipulations

To unravel the reciprocal coupling between polymerase activity and
DNA supercoiling in the mechanistic point of view adopted here,
single-molecule experimental data and modeling based on these
data turned to be essential. They allowed one to measure the force
exerted by a processing polymerase, or equivalently the force
required to stop a processing polymerase (stall force), the torque
exerted by a processing polymerase, and the propagation of the
ensuing torsional constraints.

The advent of single-molecule techniques permitted the eluci-
dation of the successive structural rearrangements of the motor
proteins during their motion and activity, and to measure the
kinetics of these steps [45]. Seminal works have been the design
of optical trapping assays [46] and tethered particle motion assay
tracking down the motion of the motor with a spatial resolution
down to a single base pair [47]. Other techniques include atomic
force microscopy, fluorescence exchange transfer and particle track-
ing [48]. In particular, optical and magnetic tweezers or atomic
force microscopy (AFM) approaches consist in attaching one end of
the molecule to a surface and the other end to a probe (either an
optically trapped bead, a magnetic bead, or an AFM tip), through
which force (and, in some cases, torque) is applied. Elongation
activity of RNA polymerase have been investigated in depth using
these techniques, providing invaluable data on the parameters
influencing the elongation speed and the pausing mechanism
[47, 49–52].

4.1 Force

Measurements

Initially, the effect of a stretching force opposing to transcription
has been investigated [52, 53]. In these experiments, a viral
(T7) RNAP, tethered on a glass plate, is transcribing a DNA mole-
cule tethered to a micrometric bead that is manipulated by optical
tweezers. While the DNA template screws through the polymerase,
a stretching force can be applied to the bead thus opposing the
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motion. Force-elongation curves show that the elongation is inde-
pendent of the applied force provided it is smaller than a limiting
stall force. It is however highly fluctuating, ranging between 50 and
130 bp/s according to the individual enzyme and the run. These
variations in the elongation velocity are presumably due to differ-
ences in the protein structure, especially when the protein is com-
posed of many subunits. Recent in vivo measurements confirm this
order of magnitude for the elongation velocity [12, 54]. Pauses are
also observed, and attributed to obstacles, amounting to locally
apply a force larger than the stall force. The measurement of the
stall force allows one to give an upper limit to the force exerted by
RNAP. For the viral T7 RNAP, this force is in the range 20–25 pN
[52], and can be larger than 25 pN for E. coli RNAP [55].

4.2 Torque

Measurements

Twist degree of freedom and torsional constraints are ignored in
force experiments, since optical tweezers do not allow to constraint
the DNA molecule in rotation. In contrast, twist effects have been
considered inmagnetic tweezers experiments, allowing one to apply
a torsional constraint to DNA and thus investigate transcription
under torsion [56, 57]. In particular, single-molecule experiments
have been designed to measure the torque generated by a polymer-
ase, and shown it to be larger than 5 pN·nm, i.e., 1.25 kBT [6, 58].

A major result of these experiments is the invariance of the
torque generated, which happens to be independent of the RNAP
processing velocity. This can be understood as follows. LetK be the
torque generated by a processing RNAP. The energy supplied by
the polymerase during one complete turn of the DNA double helix
inside the RNAP is 2πK. It can be estimated from the character-
istics of the polymerization reaction, namely it is fixed by the
number of dNTP converted into PPi (pyrophosphate) during one
complete turn of the DNA into the polymerase. This number is
simply 10.6, because one dNTP is converted into one PPi for each
transcribed base pair. In contrast, the angular velocity ω appears to
be strongly dependent on the dNTP concentration [52]. Indeed
the dNTP concentration modulates the kinetics of the chemical
reactions involved in the polymerization cycle, hence the period
Tturn of a one-turn screwing of DNA inside the polymerase and
eventually the angular velocity ω ¼ 2ω/Tturn.

By simultaneously measuring rotation, torque, displacement
and force for a E. coli RNAP with a specially designed technique,
it was shown that positive supercoiling make the pause-free velocity
decrease, while the pause density and the duration of pauses are
both increased [56, 59]. In this experiment, stalling is observed at
a torque of approximately 10 pN·nm (2.5 kBT). Similarly, the
enzyme could work against a negative supercoiling of the order of
10 pN·nm.
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5 From One RNAP to RNAP Convoys

Multiple RNAPs can act simultaneously on a single DNA template.
The distance between adjacent polymerases (a few hundreds of bp
in the electron-microscopic observation of [60]) prevents any
direct interaction. However, recent in vivo observations suggest
that the array of active polymerases elongate at the same velocity,
forming a polymerase convoy progressing as a whole [12]. A first
mechanical argument supporting the existence of polymerase con-
voys is the fact that supercoiling upward (resp. downward) a poly-
merase convoy is the same as the supercoiling upward (resp.
downward) a single polymerase: the management of torsional con-
straints generated by transcription is the same for a convoy and a
single unit [61].

Interestingly, RNAP cooperation has been shown to represent
an important advantage in enhancing transcription efficiency.
Indeed various DNA binding proteins can act as roadblocks, hin-
dering or even interrupting the elongation of a single RNAP.
However, several RNAPs transcribing in sequence have been
observed to proceed through roadblock proteins either in vitro or
in vivo [62]. We will quantify this effect below, by estimating the
stall force necessary to stop a RNAP convoy, and showing how
multiple polymerases enhance transcription processivity.

We here go further and analyze quantitatively how a local
desynchronization (pausing or slowing down of a polymerase
affecting the spacing to neighboring polymerases) reflects in DNA
supercoiling and local increase of torsional energy. We expect that
such energetic cost will penalize RNAP desynchronization and
result in an effective force, computed below, tending to keep con-
stant the distance between polymerases and maintain convoy
cohesion.

5.1 Effective Forces

Generated by Torsional

Coupling

We consider a convoy ofN elongating RNAPs. We neglect here the
role of chromatin, because RNAP convoys happen in highly active
transcriptional conditions for which nucleosomes are mostly dis-
rupted. We moreover neglect end constraints. We label poly-
merases, RNAPi, in the order of their loading onto DNA. We
assume that polymerases actively perform a translation along the
DNA axis, due to a strong viscous force preventing the rotation of
the transcription complex, while DNA screws into the polymerases,
according to the twin supercoiled-domain model described above.
The viscous force against DNA rotation is assumed to be negligible.

We note Δi ¼ xi � xi+1 the distance between RNAPi and
RNAPi + 1 at a given time (Fig. 1). If the two polymerases move
forward at the same constant velocity, this distance remains equal to
its value Δ0

i right after the loading of RNAPi + 1 (fixed by the
promoter activity). Any change in the distance Δi reflects in a
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supercoiling of the DNA stretch separatingRNAPi andRNAPi + 1,
since the total linking number Lk0i trapped between them remains
constant (note that Lk0i is an integer number of turns because all
the RNAPs have the same rotational position). Considering that
the DNA stretch has a negligible writhe, the twist rate is
Twi ¼ Lk0i/Δi, with Tw0

i ¼ Lk0i/Δ
0
i in relaxed conditions. The

corresponding increase is

ΔTwi ¼ Twi � Tw0
i ¼ Tw0

i Δ0
i � Δi

� �
=Δi

� �

The relaxed twist rate accounts for the number of turns per unit
length for unconstrained DNA, hence it can be simply written
Tw0

i ¼ 1/h, where h the pitch of the relaxed DNA double helix
(generally h ¼ 3.4 nm corresponding to one turn per 10.6 bp, but
this parameter can depend on global cellular constraints for
instance in the case of bacteria). Denoting LPT the twist persistence
length of DNA, the potential energy of torsion stored in the DNA
stretch (between RNAPi and RNAPi + 1) can be written as.

EPi ¼ 1

2
kBTLPT½2πΔTwi�2Δi ¼ 1

2
kBTLPTð2π=hÞ2ðΔ0

i � ΔiÞ2=Δi

� 1

2
kBTLPTð2π=hÞ2ðΔ0

i � ΔiÞ2=Δ0
i:

where the last approximation is valid in the limit of small
distortions, when (Δ0

i � Δi)
2 � Δi. In this approximation, the

effective interaction between RNAPi and RNAPi + 1 is harmonic,

Fi

Fi i+1

i 1

Fi+1 i

RNAP translational motion DNA
screwing in

DNA

RNAP

Fi 1 i

roadblock

Fig. 1 Physical modeling of an elongating polymerase convoy. Top: DNA screws into an elongating polymerase
convoy. Bottom: a polymerase stops at a roadblock (in green) and generates supercoiling constraints with the
preceding and succeeding polymerases. F(i + 1! i) indicates the force exerted on the ith polymerase (RNAPi)
by the (i + 1)th one (RNAPi + 1)
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i.e., the DNA stretch between them acts as a torsional spring. The
RNAP convoy is therefore analogous to a system ofN harmonically
coupled particles in collective motion.

The effective force F(i + 1! i) exerted onRNAPi byRNAPi + 1

(see Fig. 1) is obtained by deriving the potential energy:

F i þ 1 ! ið Þ ¼ �∂EP=∂xi � kBT LPT 2π=hð Þ2 Δ0
i � Δi

� �
=Δ0

i

� kBT LPT 2π=hð Þ2σi:
In the second line of this equation, we have expressed the force

in terms of the local DNA supercoiling σi, which in our case also
accounts for the relative length variation since

σi ¼ ðTwi � Tw0
iÞ=Tw0

i ¼ ðΔ0
i � ΔiÞ=Δi � ðΔ0

i � ΔiÞ=Δ0
i:

The numerical value of the prefactor kBT LPT (2π/h) 2 is about
1300 pN (kB ¼ 1.38 � 10�23 JK�1, h ¼ 3.4 nm, T ¼ 300 K, and
LPT ¼ 90 nm). For a relative decrease of 1% of the distance between
the two adjacent polymerases, i.e., for σi ¼ 0.01 (compatible with
the small distortion assumption), the force F(i + 1 ! i) pushing
RNAPi forward is already as large as 13 pN (recall that the maximal
force that can be exerted by a RNAP is around 25–30 pN). Note
that if, on the contrary, the lagging polymerase is RNAPi + 1, the
force F(i + 1 ! i) pulls RNAPi backward and slows it down.

This push-pull mechanism strongly stabilizes the distance
between successive polymerases. With Δ0

i of the order of a few
hundreds of bp (as confirmed by recent in vivo experiments by
Tantale et al. [12], measuring an average distance of about
200 bp), a relative variation of 1% of this distance amounts to a
few bp: this means that the distance between neighboring RNAPs is
exquisitely regulated by supercoiling constraints, at the base pair
scale.

5.2 Collective Effects

and Convoy

Propagation

as a Whole

We now address the complete problem of the motion of
N harmonically coupled polymerases. This problem is reminiscent
of some issues in traffic theory, e.g., the motion of an array of
harmonically coupled vehicles [63]. More precisely, let us now
consider any opposing action exerting a maximal resistive torque
of magnitude M onto one polymerase RNAPi. This torque M may
be due for instance to an experimental setup, a topological con-
straint acting on the system, or a protein roadblock (Fig. 1). We
consider the (most likely) case when the external torque M acts on
the first polymerase, RNAP1, and ask in which conditions the
RNAP convoy can overcome this external obstacle.

We denote K the torque exerted by any active polymerase. As
discussed above, K is fixed by the number of dNTP converted into
PPi (pyrophosphate) during one complete turn of the DNA into
the polymerase. The angular velocity ω of DNA screwing motion
generally depends on the dNTP concentration [52]. However the
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dNTP concentration is fixed in vivo, hence the angular (and linear)
velocity too. To obtain an estimate of K, we note that this torque
should relate to the stall force FS, as RNAP progresses along DNA
according to a relative screwing motion. In a general manner, the
force ƒ and the torque Γ for a motor screwing with respect to DNA
can be related by comparing the power that both stresses deliver for
a given displacement along DNA, namely ƒV¼ Γω, with V and ω the
linear and angular velocities, respectively. By taking into account
the coupling between linear and angular displacements due to
the helical constraint, this leads to write ƒh ¼ Γ2π, or Γ ¼ ƒ(h/2π).
The force ƒ and the torque Γ are said to form a “wrench.” By using
this rule, we can therefore identify K to the effective stall torque
ΓS ¼ FS (h/2π). Accordingly, the measure FS � 17 pN for yeast
RNAP [47] yields the estimate K � 9 pN·nm. Interestingly, recent
measures using an angular optical trap, allowing for a direct mea-
surement of the torque [56], give a stall torque of 11 pN·nm, in fair
agreement with our theoretical calculation.

If the external torque M opposing the motion of RNAP1 is
small enough, i.e., if M < K, then RNAP1 will keep on moving
at the same velocity V through the roadblock. On the contrary, if
M>K, the roadblock eventually blocks the polymerase activity and
stops RNAP1. But the next polymerase RNAP2 is still moving at
velocity V, hence the distance Δ1 decreases with time. Conse-
quently, a force F(2 ! 1) acts on RNAP1 as previously discussed.
At the same time,RNAP2 experiences an opposite force�F(2! 1),
namely it is pushed backward by the reaction force. By using again
the force-torque conversion rule, the force F(2 ! 1) results in an
effective torque Γ(2 ! 1) ¼ F(2 ! 1) (h/2π). This pushing effect
will make the blocked polymerase resume its motion as soon as
K + Γ(2 ! 1) > M. Of course, this is only possible if the required
torque Γ(2 ! 1) ¼ M – K is smaller than the maximum RNAP
torqueK, i.e., ifM < 2 K. Otherwise the second RNAP would also
stop before the first one has resumed its motion. When M > 2 K,
once both RNAP1 and RNAP2 had stop, the disturbance propa-
gates and the next part of the convoy enters the scene: RNAP3

starts pushing RNAP2, with a force of increasing magnitude as it
proceeds. The above scenario applies and the constraints keep on
accumulating on RNAP1 until either RNAP1 resumes its motion
(if M < 3 K) or RNAP3 stops (if M > 3 K). The iteration of this
reasoning leads us to conclude that the RNAP stall torque within a
convoy of N polymerases may be as large as NK.

Importantly, the same result is obtained if the external con-
straint applies not to the first enzyme RNAP1 but on any other
RNAPi within the convoy. In this case, both flanking polymerases
RNAPi�1 and RNAPi + 1 are initially moving so that Δi�1

and Δi respectively increases and decreases with time. Hence
RNAPi�1 and RNAPi + 1 exert respectively an increasing force F
(i � 1 ! i) and F(i + 1 ! i) onto RNAPi, of the same magnitude
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and acting in the same direction: RNAPi�1 pulling and RNAPi + 1

pushing RNAPi. Therefore the resulting torque acting on RNAPi

is twice Γ(2 ! 1), and the blocked polymerase will resume its
motion as soon as K + 2Γ(2 ! 1) > M. This requires M < 3 K.
Following the same reasoning, three RNAPs will stop if M exceeds
this threshold, but then the next two flanking RNAPs come into
play, shifting the limiting torque to 5 K, and so on until all RNAPs
come into play, up to the same overall stall torque NK.

5.3 Transcription

Against Supercoiling

It is interesting to remark that, while the previous calculations
assume the presence of a roadblock acting as an obstacle for the
transcribing RNAPs, the same results apply in the case where the
RNAP convoy proceeds toward a region of positive supercoiling,
generated in particular by the convoy activity itself. A twisted
region of positive supercoiling σ acts indeed on the incoming
RNAP as an effective torque M ¼ kBT LPT σ/h, to be compared
to the effective stall torqueNK. The same reasoning as before leads
to the conclusion that, whereas a single RNAP will be stopped once
the supercoiling is increased above a critical value σ1 ¼ K h/(kBT)
LPT, a convoy containing N RNAPs may proceed against super-
coiling up to a threshold σN ¼ NK h/(kBT) LPT.

6 Conclusion and Further Remarks

A physical and often underrated feature of transcription is the
reciprocal coupling between polymerase activity and DNA super-
coiling: an active polymerase locally modifies DNA supercoiling,
which in turn affects its motion and activity. A major prediction of
our physical analysis is the existence of polymerase convoys, due to
the torsional coupling between adjacent polymerases: any local
desynchronization modifies DNA supercoiling, and the associated
increase of local torsional energy generates an apparent force suffi-
ciently strong to restore the initial distance between the poly-
merases and ensures the cohesion of the convoy. Moreover the
ensuing collective behavior increases the value of the stall force
required to stop polymerase activity. Such polymerase convoys
should not be confused with possible polymerase complexes, as
suggested for instance in [61]. In a convoy, there is no direct
interaction (molecular contact) between the polymerases. The
cohesiveness of the train is ensured only by torsional constraints.

Note that in contrast, polymerases Pol I (transcribing ribo-
somal RNAs) display a far higher density on DNA (tenfold variation
between Pol II and Pol I densities) and are presumably in direct
physical contact, as supported by recent experimental observation
in yeast [64]. However, our proposed scenario would still apply:
any disruption of a direct molecular contact and appearance of a
DNA spacing between active adjacent polymerases would also be
associated with the appearance of torsional constraints, tending to
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restore the close proximity. In both cases, the distance between
polymerases is determined by the activity of the promoter
(controlling the loading rate of polymerases) and not by direct or
indirect molecular interactions between the polymerases.

In principle, other processive motors as myosin or kinesin may
be considered from the point of view developed here. In contrast to
DNA, however, actin filaments or microtubules are very rigid and a
molecular motor could not generate any significant twist constraint
(DNA, actin filaments, and microtubules have persistence lengths
of about 50 nm, 20 μm, and 1 mm, respectively). Myosin on actin,
and kinesin or dynein on microtubules are just translating, with no
relative rotation of these motors with respect to their substrate.
Accordingly synchronization of molecular motors on such rigid
filaments relies on different mechanisms [65, 66].

We also draw attention on a major difference between our
modeling of supercoiling-coupled trafficking and the basic model
of out-of-equilibrium systems, asymmetric simple exclusion process
(ASEP), which is currently used to describe trafficking onto
biological filaments. In this model, the main effect arises from steric
interactions between neighboring particles. The model was besides
introduced to account for the motion of ribosomes onto mRNA
[67]. It is important to notice that applying this model to poly-
merases onto DNA would be incorrect, although some examples
can be found in theoretical literature. Indeed, there is a basic
difference between polymerases and ribosomes. In transcription
elongation, torsional constraints are responsible for the effective
coupling between RNAPs, which acts at a distance. Steric interac-
tions are therefore useless for the case of RNAP convoys. In con-
trast, torsional constraints do not affect the single-strand mRNA
processed by ribosomes, that can consequently come into contact
and interact sterically. While ASEP is a valid model for ribosome
processivity, it is meaningless for polymerases.

Overall, our approach centered on forces and torques under-
lines the importance of modeling physical mechanisms to quantita-
tively interpret biological observations, and eventually understand
the interplay between the physical properties of DNA and the
action of specific biological actors centrally involved in genomic
functions, such as transcription.
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